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Abstract A dedicated single short range communication link is not efficient for an inter-

vehicular communication system and results into degraded performance. To address the

problem, a cognitive radio site is proposed as an intelligent vehicular device to implement

an inter-vehicular communication network using multiple radio access technologies.

Further, the whitespace optimization at vehicular speed is achieved by the memory enabled

genetic algorithm. The algorithm makes use of four cognitive radio decision variables as

genes including frequency, power, data rate and modulation scheme in the chromosome

structure. The performance of the proposed approach is validated against the classical

genetic algorithm and particle swarm optimization algorithm. In this research, a statistical

evaluation is also presented to confirm the potential of cognitive radio paradigm employing

multiple radio access technologies as an option to fulfill the increasing bandwidth demand
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of an inter-vehicular communication system. Experimental results demonstrate the effec-

tiveness of the approach by ensuring efficient bandwidth utilization and fulfilling varying

nature of users’ quality of service requirements in real time.

Keywords Cognitive radio � Multi-RAT � Memory enabled genetic algorithm � Vehicular

cyber physical system (VCPS) � White space optimization

1 Introduction

It has been stated by the World Health Organization that about 1.2 million road commuters

expire in road catastrophes yearly, and another 50 million get wounded [1]. Also, the

young population aged 10–24 years have high death rate due to the road accidents [2]. The

death rate due to road accidents is higher in under developed countries as compared to the

developed ones [3]. The Pakistan Bureau of Statistics reports 4280 annual deaths in

Pakistan in the year 2014 and the rate of accidents is increasing every year [4].

According to Foss et al. [5], one of the main causes of these accidents is the driver.

According to Rumschlag et al. [6], drivers perform texting during driving which leads to

road accidents. Drivers pay attention towards bill boards on roads which cause cognitive

distraction and it leads to the road accidents [7]. According to Lansdown et al. [8], mobile

phone conversation diverts the attention of driver and it leads to the severe road accidents.

To address the issue, artificial intelligence has been embedded in the on-board units of

modern vehicles, which assist human drivers to avoid the road accidents [9]. This

embedded intelligence and hardware in vehicular setup is known as vehicular cyber

physical system (VCPS). Whenever, the vehicle faces an alarming situation, the VCPS

alerts the human driver by generating warnings to increases his/her attention level. Cur-

rently VCPS are available in different shapes like adaptive cruise control systems, lane

departure warning systems, early collision avoidance systems and autonomous vehicles

(AVs) [10].

To sense the situation beyond the human driver perception, inter-vehicular communi-

cation system (IVC) is playing an important role by helping vehicles to exchange their

location and speed [11]. For an IVC, many licensed and unlicensed radio access tech-

nologies (RATs) like CDMA, Wi-Max, GSM/GPRS, and Wi-Fi IEEE 802.11 g/n/p are in

use [12]. However, the existing IVC for accident avoidance makes use of a single RAT.

Such a system’s performance may get adversely affected in areas where there is no or little

coverage of the used radio technology especially in hilly areas and over-burdened radio

access networks (RANs). In circumstances when one network is not accessible, a vehicle

must be intelligent enough to shift to a different radio access technology in order to

continue using communication services. It is reported by various regulatory agencies

around the world that 35–70 % spectrum space is wasted due to the lack of licensed users

in various technologies [13]. The cognitive radio approach has lately resolved the issue of

bandwidth scarcity using its opportunistic spectrum access method [14, 15] with main

features being spectrum sensing, spectrum management, spectrum handover, and spectrum

sharing [16].

Cognitive framework is only practicable if the spectrum hole is suitably detected and

timely assigned to the IVC. This can be effectively performed by using evolutionary

computing techniques. Genetic algorithm (GA) has been vastly used to find out the best fit
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for different types of optimization problems like white space optimization [17]. The

technique is used for optimal communication between autonomous vehicles by optimizing

the RF parameters of cognitive radio network. For this purpose a Fitness Measure is

derived along the customized chromosome structure consisting of RF genes [18]. Another

approach makes use of a cognitive radio spectrum management scheme using GA to

optimize frequency, bit error rate, power, and modulation scheme [19]. GA has been

claimed as the best possible optimization technique by utilizing frequency, power, mod-

ulation scheme and data rate as chromosome structure for the spectrum optimization in

cognitive radio networks [20]. To enhance the cognitive radio system performance, GA is

used to minimize the partial operating parameters like bit error rate, out- of-band inter-

ference, and throughput of stationary wireless devices through multi-objective fitness

function [21]. However, all these researchers have reported simple GA not responding well

in real time vehicular networks. Decision time to select and shift to a spectrum hole in an

IVC is critical due to the rapidly changing environment in an IVC network as vehicles are

moving at speeds in the range of 60–130 km/h. Reportedly, accident can be prevented if

drivers knew about the accident 3 s earlier before the accidents [22].

Keeping the cognitive radio advantages in mind, an intelligent multi radio access tech-

nologies (Multi-RAT) cognitive radio framework with white space optimization using

memory enabled genetic algorithm (MEGA) is proposed to improve the efficiency and

reliability of existing IVC systems. Conventional GA is modified by introducing memory

concept which expects to improve the spectrum decision time. The proposed framework

introduces four modules as part of a cognitive radio site (CR-Site) that comprises of a scanner,

sensor, optimizer, and a shifter module. The scanner module performs scanning of the Multi-

RAT to include GSM/GPRS, CDMA, WiMAX, TV band, and unlicensed band IEEE

802.11 g/n. On detection, the sensor module finds the white spaces in these technologies by

using dual radio and cooperative sensing. The optimizer module optimizes the white spaces

by employing the MEGA according to the user’s quality of service (QoS) requirements.

The rest of the paper is organized in four sections. Next Section presents the limitations

of existing methods used for IVC with load analysis. The proposed method is given in

Sect. 3. Section 4 provides experimental results and discussion about the white space

optimization using GA, MEGA and particle swarm optimization (PSO). Section 5 con-

cludes the paper.

2 Limitations of Existing Methods and Load Analysis

In this section, the limitations of existing solutions including IEEE 801.11p and Cognitive

radio based VCPS are discussed (Tables 1, 2).

2.1 IEEE 802.11p for Vehicular Communication

The research in vehicular communication has significantly improved after seven 10 MHz

channels are assigned in 5.9 GHz spectrum in 1999 [23]. This was followed by the amend-

ments to modify the medium access control (MAC) protocol for multi-channel operations as

IEEE 802.11p [24] and IEEE 1609 [25]. However, these dedicated resources are unable to

solve the problem of bandwidth allocation due to increasing number of vehicular users

competing for the same channel while in the same area [26]. The simulation results on QoS

requirements reported in [27] show that the control channels may contribute to large data

conflicts. It has also been argued that 10 MHz channel may not be sufficient for use in safety
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applications. These facts motivate the use of cognitive technology in vehicular communi-

cation because it allows opportunistic selection of spectra. The spectrum assigned to wireless

access in vehicular environments has also been found insufficient to ensure reliability of data

exchange [28]. It has been further confirmed that IEEE 802.11p standard for vehicular

communication cannot suffice for the spectrum requirements [29].

The message delivery delay in vehicular networks should be less than 200 ms. A

smaller delay in delivery gives more time to the driver to react to the conveyed information

[30]. However, it has been shown that the actual delay in delivering a message may exceed

1000 ms [31]. The main reason is the data contention in the control channels. Some

vehicular safety applications like adaptive cruise control system and traffic monitoring

systems have been implemented and tested. In order to provide better support to these

applications, it is required to have a strict threshold on throughput and delay. It has been

concluded that IEEE 802.11p reduces data rate in dense highly loaded conditions where

packet loss is also found to increase significantly [32]. IEEE 802.11p uses CSMA/CA

protocol to address the multiple access problems while many nodes attempt to share the

channel. It is well known that IEEE 802.11p suffers from the hidden node problem, which

finally results in high communication delays [33]. Such delays are intolerable in vehicular

communication. Bilstrup et al. [34] examine vehicular communication and conclude that

IEEE 802.11p is not suitable for periodic delivery of information. CSMA has also been

found ineffective when used in vehicular setup [35].

2.2 Channel Access in VCPS Environments

Di Felice et al. [36] proposed a cooperative sensing and spectrum allocation scheme to

share spectrum of TV channels among vehicles on their path. However, this approach

makes use of only a Single-RAT i.e. TV channels, as a potential candidate for cognitive

radio-based vehicular communication. A feasibility study of frequency modulation (FM)

based vehicular communication system using universal software radio peripheral and GNU

radio has been investigated in [37]. This proposition relies on a Single-RAT, which

overburdens the band by the regular FM users and vehicles within the same area. Some

other approaches propose cognitive radio as a solution for vehicular ad-hoc network

(VANET) [38–40].

Table 1 RF radio/antenna and
environment parameters

Radio/antenna parameters Environmental parameters

Frequency of operation Interference level

Transmission data rate Multi-path fading

Modulation type Tracking loss

Transmitted Power Propagation loss

Coding scheme Received power levels

Eb/No, BERn Link margin

Table 2 QOS parameters

Parameters Frequency (GHz) Power (dBm) Data rate (Kb) Modulation

Values 0–2 -30 to ?30 100–700 GMSK, OFDM, spread spectrum
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There are few IVC systems based on fixed RAT IVC system like CDMA but it does not

work on blind curves and can cause accidents [41]. Broadband wireless access for users on

the road and IVC system based on Wi-Fi is also under consideration. However, the lack of

coverage area by this technology is a primary hurdle in its deployment [42].

2.3 Load Analysis of IVC Systems

To prove the validity and benefits of proposed idea, load analysis of different single RAT

based VCPS have been performed. Establishing an IVC system based on a Single-RAT can

degrade the performance of existing service subscribers as well as not capable of sup-

porting extra burden of vehicles. A field survey is conducted to support this hypothesis.

A Pakistani city Mirpur was chosen as the test field, and a survey was carried out to find

out total number of registered vehicles in the city to compute the burden to be handled by

RANs. A survey was carried out to find out total number of licensed users in the city served

in GSM, CDMA, WiMAX, TV, and FM broadcast bands. The city was divided into 20

sectors for this purpose. Additionally, the information about total sites/base-stations

operated by various international/national service providers was also gathered. The col-

lected facts/figures regarding number of vehicles, service providers, and subscribers are

given in Table 3. The facts and figures in the Table are used to compute:

1. Existing burden of voice/data traffic on BTSs of different service providers.

2. Extra user load of single BTS in case of establishing single GSM/CDMA operator

based IVC system.

3. Extra user load to be handled by a BTS in case of establishing multiple GSM operators

based IVC system.

The analysis and comparison of different IVC systems are given in Table 4. For load

analysis of Single-GSM service provider (SP) based IVC system, we have chosen SP3 (An

international GSM service provider company in Pakistan). SP3 has total 12 GSM/GPRS sites

in Mirpur as shown in Table 8. Each site is currently serving 788 people, and it can be 1575

users per site after deploying an IVC system. This is almost doubled in existing serving

capacity of each SP3 site. Load analysis of Multi-GSM service providers based IVC system

(SP2, SP4, and SP5) is found better than single-RAT based IVC system. CDMA based IVC

system (SP1A) shows heavily overburdened sites after deploying vehicular network.

However, the Multi- RAT based IVC system (GSM/GPRS, CDMA, and Wi-Fi) performs

better by shifting the vehicles on existing communication network in terms of least loaded

Table 3 Total vehicles, service providers and subscribers in Mirpur

RATs Service providers Users Total BTS/boosters Registered vehicles

GSM SP1 29,000 139,672 6 28,337

SP2 31,595 8

SP3 37,365 12

SP4 9500 7

SP5 27,487 6

CDMA SP1A 4725 4725 4

FM FM-90 110,000 187,500 1

FM-93 77,500 1

TV PTV 8000 8000 1
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networks. The performance of Multi-RAT based IVC system is expected to improve further

if white space optimization can be performed by some evolutionary approach.

3 The Proposed Method

The block diagram of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 1. The result of the in-field

survey for the load analysis of Single-GSM service provider (SP3), Multi-GSM service

providers (SP2, SP4, and SP5), and Multi-RAT (GSM ? CDMA ? Wi-Fi) based IVC

system confirms the superiority of Multi-RAT (GSM ? CDMA ? Wi-Fi) based IVC

system. Subsequently, a CR-Site has been proposed for real-time implementation of Multi-

RAT (GSM ? CDMA ? Wi-Fi) based IVC system. The memory enabled genetic algo-

rithm is used in the optimizer module of CR-Site for white space optimization in real time

IVC system environment. Comparative analysis of GA, MEGA and PSO has been per-

formed in terms of CPU convergence time.

We have considered cognitive radio enabled cellular communication networks along with

Wi-Fi as a suitable solution. The reasons for choosing cellular communication infrastructure

for vehicular networks are their better coverage in the inner-city intersection scenario

(specifically T-Junctions), the high position of the cellular base stations, and a lower fre-

quency property as compared to the ad-hoc networks [43]. The notion of cognitive radio has

already been examined to resolve the exponential data traffic escalation in cellular networks

[44, 45]. From a field survey conducted in the dense population area of a Pakistani city

Mirpur (AJK), the existing RANs are found overburdened. Deploying a vehicular network

on any one of these RATs can degrade the performance of the particular RAN. Further, the

cognitive radio based IVC systems reported in [36–39] relying on a Single-RAT are not

efficient. Accordingly, employing Multi-RATs in cognitive environment avoids single RAN

to bear the full vehicular communication traffic load. Another advantage of using Multi-

RATs is availability of multiple types of white spaces in different bands that can fulfill

varying QOS demands. For example, to initiate video conferencing white spaces in WIMAX

or TV band are more suitable but for short range data exchange, Wi-Fi suffices.

The proposed cognitive site (architecture shown in Fig. 2) consists of four main

modules, those are:

• Scanner: scans the available RATs within the range of vehicle movement.

• Sensor: senses the white spaces if opportunistic access mode is set else simply shift on

another available spectrum band.

Table 4 Comparison of different IVC system in terms of traffic load

Available IVC systems in Mirpur city Existing burden (Per Site)
(without IVC system)

Total burden (per site)
(with IVC system)

Vehicles
(per site)

Single-GSM service provider (SP3)
based IVC system

788 1575 787

Multi-GSM (SP2, SP4, and SP5)
service provider based IVC system

767 1009 242

CDMA based IVC system 315 2204 1889

Multi-RAT (GSM ? CDMA ?
Wi-Fi) Based IVC system

682 897 215
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• Optimizer: finds the optimized white spaces in order of priority using efficient spectrum

decision MEGA module according to the vehicle QOS request and shifting of available

white space.

• Analyser: Continuously analyses performance of allotted white-space to perform

efficient transfer the IVC system on next available spectrum hole.

Fig. 2 Internal architecture of CR-site

Exploring Existing IVC system 
Methods and their Limitations 

In-Field Survey for finding the 
Solution 

Proposition of Multi-RAT 
Cognitive Radio Site (CR-Site) 

Design of Optimizer Module  
(CR-Site) Using Simple Genetic 

Algorithm (SGA) 

Integration of Memory (MEGA) 

Design of Optimizer Module  
(CR-Site) Using Particle Swarm 

Optimization 

Experiments 

CPU Time Convergence Analysis 
of SGA and MEGA 

CPU Time Convergence Analysis 
PSO

CPU Time Convergence Analysis 
of SGA, PSO, and MEGA 

Fig. 1 The method
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A cognitive system monitor (CSM), acting as brain of CR-Site, coordinates the four

modules. The steps and pseudo code of algorithm depicting the functioning of CR-Site and

theoretical description is presented in the next sub-section.

3.1 CR-Site Functioning Algorithm
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3.2 Theoretical Description of CR-Site Functioning Algorithm

The step by step description of CR-Site algorithm is given as under:

1. Vehicle generates call request for channel allocation to the cognitive system monitor,

for this purpose vehicle has to pass QOS demand to the CSM as well.

The RF parameters have been divided into radio/antenna and environmental parameters as

shown in Table 1. Radio/antenna parameters exhibit such values that have a direct relation

to the functionality of radio, because environmental parameters have a relation with the

network layout and its geographic topology [46]. For the sake of simplicity, only four

radio/antenna parameters like frequency, power, modulation type and transmission data has

been used and are shown in Table 2. The chromosome structure of GA, MEGA and PSO

uses these QoS parameters as genes.

2. CSM invokes scanning module to scan all the available RATs using Multi-RAT

scanning enabled hardware.

3. After the scanning module, CR-Site uses following two options:

• In the first option, if opportunistic spectrum access mode is set, then available

channels information is passed to the sensing module. To avoid the problem of

hidden terminals, as the nature of our problem, cooperative sensing has been

suggested [47]. In sensing module matched filtering, energy detection, and

cyclostationary techniques are employed to detect the primary user (PU) [48]. In

the result, white spaces will be passed to the CSM, which maintains the pool of

available white spaces. After this step, CSM employs MEGA module to find the

optimized white spaces efficiently. CSM then employs MEGA to find optimized

white space from the pool of available white spaces according to the QOS

parameters received from the vehicle and assigns to the vehicle. The shifter

module is invoked to switch the vehicle to the newly assigned white space. After

the successful white space allocation, CSM continuously analyses that the

allotted white space is good enough to fulfil the needs of the user. Meanwhile

sensing module will continuously sense the channels, and keep CSM updated

about PU activation status. Dual radio sensing architecture is employed to carry

out this task efficiently. One radio chain is dedicated for data transmission and

reception while the other chain is dedicated to spectrum monitoring [47, 49]. If

CSM finds PU status active on assigned white space, then new white space will

be allocated to the vehicle, after performing optimized white space and shifting

process.

• In the second option, a suitable RAT will be selected among available RATs

on the basis of signal to interference ratio (SIR) and cost of service. The

most suitable channel is passed to the CSM, which allocates it to the vehicle.

CSM continuously monitors the channel condition and if the channel

degrades its performance, new channel allocation process is initiated by the

CSM.
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4 Discussion on Experimental Results

4.1 White Space optimization

Let RATiWSijk here 1� i�N; 1� j�N,1� k�N like RAT1WS111 representing RAT1 ¼ð
GSM;RAT2 ¼ CDMA;RAT3 ¼ LTE;RAT4 ¼ Wi � Fi;RAT5 ¼ WiMaxÞ whereas in

WSijk, i represents service provider [(where i = 1 represents Ufone, for i = 2 Telenor, and

i = 3or Mobilink, the three cellular service providers in Pakistan), (j represents tower

number of service provider and k represents the number of white spaces)]. RAT is GSM,

Service provider is Ufone, BTS is 1, and white space counter is 1. In Table 5, a pool of

white spaces maintained by CR-Site is shown.

When a single unit (SU) depicting a vehicle has to transmit data, a white space is

optimized according to the QoS parameters of the application from the available white

spaces within the white space pool. The complete scenario of a multi-radio access tech-

nologies spectrum sensing and white space pooling has been presented in Fig. 3. SU’, SU’’

and SU’’’ are showing the different spatial positions of the same vehicle. The vehicle is

equipped with a proper software defined radio and CR-Site as shown in Fig. 3. At each

spatial location vehicle sense and generate a multi-RAT whitespaces pool. Table 5 is

showing a sample multi-RAT whitespaces pool.

4.2 Modified GA to Find Optimized White Spaces

The Genetic Algorithm is beneficial in cognitive radio and has been applied to solve

different issues related to the cognitive radio networks [50–52]. However, GA is not

suitable for fast computations specifically in time-critical application like IVC systems. GA

optimization requires numerous iterations and computations to provide an optimal solution

and is time-consuming. Accordingly, GA is not preferred for real-time applications.

We propose integration of memory in GA (MEGA) to save time and continuously

update optimized white spaces against the current QoS. Once, the vehicle initiates white

space request using QoS parameters for the first time, MEGA works like simple GA and its

memory table is initialized to null. On process completion, three white spaces in order of

priority are stored in the memory table. Though, the first whitespace is assigned to the

vehicle but the second and third options are also available in the memory table of MEGA.

Later, whenever a vehicle request for the same QoS parameters, the top value from

memory table is assigned to it without process initiation thus saving time, computation and

memory. However, the GA continuously keep updating the memory table with the white

spaces after certain time.

The suggested chromosome structure comprises of four cognitive radio decision vari-

ables as genes including the frequency, power, data rate and modulation scheme. The

structure of chromosome with sequence and associated genes limits has been shown in

Table 6. The first gene in chromosome structure is frequency and can be denoted as F with

Table 5 White space pool
maintained by multi-homing
enabled CR-site

RATiWSijk RAT1WS111 RAT1WS322 … RAT1WSnnn

RATiWSijk RAT2WS111 RAT2WS122 … RAT1WSnnn

RATiWSijk RAT3WS111 RAT3WS222 … RAT1WSnnn

RATiWSijk RAT4WS111 RAT4WS122 … RAT1WSnnn

RATiWSijk RAT5WS111 RAT5WS222 … RAT1WSnnn
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limits from 0 to 999. This gene requires total 10 bits for binary representation. The second

one is power and can be denoted as P with limits from 0 to 60. This gene requires total 6

bits for binary representation. The gene data rate has been placed at number three in the

structure of chromosome. The limits for data rate are from 0 to 7. This gene requires total 3

bits for binary representation. The fourth and last gene in the chromosome structure is

modulation scheme having limits from 0 to 3 and denoted as M. This gene requires total 2

bits for binary representation.

Table 6 Chromosome structure

Sequence Chromosome gene Limits
(decimal numbers)

Bits for binary
representation

1 Frequency (F) in Hertz 0–999 10

2 Power (P) in watt 0–60 6

3 Data Rate in bits/second 0–7 3

4 Modulation Scheme (M) 0–3 2

Fig. 3 Multi-RAT spectrum sensing and white space pooling
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In total, there are 21 bits representing the chromosome to be used for mutation. The

values of control parameters used in the experiments are population size = 100, crossover

rate = 4 %, Generation = 450, and mutation rate 0.05 %. The very first population in the

genetic algorithm is generated randomly. The approach uses substitution type of mutation

and one-point crossover in MEGA.

The fitness function helps in decision-making. The initial population of chromosomes

will undergo the fitness function and can generate unpredictable results because it is

generated randomly. Some results are found to be very close to the optimal solution and

some are not. The next generation totally depends on the fitness function of the algorithm

and is not possible without the fitness function. This fitness function is just like a test where

every chromosome in the population has to undergo the fitness function [53]. For sim-

plicity, we consider fitness function by assigning equal weights to all four genes in the

chromosome. However this can vary depending on the application or request by the user.

The user can increase the weight of power and compromise on other parameters.

The selection in genetic algorithm includes selecting the best offspring or chromosome

from number of chromosomes [54]. The fitness function of chromosome provides the basis

for selection. The techniques like Roulette Wheel selection, tournament, rank-based, and

deterministic methods can be used [55]. The Roulette wheel selection method is also called

‘‘Fitness proportionate selection’’ method. This method is used for recombination of the

better solutions in the next generation. It works by using associated probability to each

chromosome using following equation.

ProbailityðiÞ ¼ f ðiÞ=
XN

j¼1

f ðiÞ

P(i) in the above equation refers to the probability associated with each chromosome in the

population, f(i) is representing the fitness of the chromosome where i is index number and

N is representing the total chromosomes in population. According to Roulette Wheel

selection method the chromosomes having higher probabilities will survive for the next

generation, and there will be a restriction on the chromosome with lower probability to

transfer in the next generation. After selecting the chromosomes with higher fitness the

next step in GA is to perform the operation such as crossover and mutation.

The fitness of the first gene in the chromosome structure is calculated by taking dif-

ference between the value of frequency gene in the chromosome and the frequency band

that is requested by the SU or application. The absolute difference is calculated as:

Difference Dð Þ ¼ Requested frequency band � frequency band in chromosomej j

The above equation will give us the difference between QoS frequency and frequency band

in chromosome in the form of positive decimal number. After getting this difference, we

have to specify a variable ‘‘P’’ between the specified limits on the frequency (i.e. 0–999).

This can be any number within limits, e.g. we consider 300. We have two different

equations for calculating the fitness of frequency band on the basis of variable ‘‘P’’. If the

calculated difference is less than P then we have following equation.

Fitness Fð Þ ¼ x � Dð Þj j=Pð Þ

where the ‘‘x’’ represents the specified weight of frequency band in chromosome and ‘‘D’’

is the difference between value of frequency gene in the chromosome and the frequency

band which is requested by the SU or application. Here, ‘‘x’’ represents 25 because 25 %
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weight has been given to each parameter in chromosome. If the calculated difference is

greater than P, then following equation is used.

Fitness Fð Þ ¼ x

The fitness calculation of power gene in the chromosome is on similar lines. The

difference between requested power by the user and the power in the chromosome that is

under consideration is calculated using following equation:

Difference Dð Þ ¼ power in QoS � power in chromosome under considerationj j:

Here, the power parameter ‘‘Q’’ should be within the specified limits for parameter

Power (0–60). If the calculated difference between requested Power band and power band

in chromosome using equation is less than specified ‘‘Q’’ than the fitness of the power gene

is calculated using the following equation.

Fitness Pð Þ ¼ x � Dð Þj j=Qð Þ:

The ‘‘x’’ is the weight of power gene in weight of overall chromosome and is fixed at

25. Now if the difference is greater than specified value of ‘‘Q’’, then following equation is

used:

Fitness Pð Þ ¼ x:

The data rate gene has been placed at number three position in the structure of chro-

mosome. The fitness function for this gene is calculated on similar lines as done for the

frequency and Power fitness functions. The fitness function of Data Rate starts with the

calculation of the difference between the requested data rate by the user or application and

the BER in the chromosome under consideration, given as under:

Difference Dð Þ ¼ Data Rate in QoS � Data Rate in chromosome under considerationj j:

The variable ‘‘R’’ is considered which can assume values in the range of (0–7). If the

calculated difference between the Data Rate in QoS requested by the user or application

and the data rate in the chromosome under consideration is less than specified value of ‘‘R’’

then following equation is used to calculate fitness.

Fitness Pð Þ ¼ x � Dð Þj j=Rð Þ

where the variable ‘‘x’’ represents the contributed weight of data rate gene in overall

weight of chromosome which is fixed at 25 and D represents the difference. In the second

case, if the calculated difference is greater than the value specified by variable ‘‘R’’ then

following equation is used.

Fitness Pð Þ ¼ x:

The fourth gene in the structure of chromosome is modulation scheme. The process of

calculating the fitness of this gene is different from the methods used in first three genes.

The difference between the modulation scheme requested by the user or application and the

modulation scheme in the chromosome under consideration is found using following

equation.
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Difference Dð Þ ¼ Modulation in QoS � Modulation in chromosome under considerationj j:

If the calculated difference is equal to 0, that is mean that the modulation scheme has

exactly matched the requested modulation scheme, and fitness will set to 0 as well. On the

other hand, if the difference is not equal to 0 than it means that modulation scheme has

100 % non-matching characteristic. In such case, the fitness will set to 25 which means it is

far away from the optimal solution.

4.2.1 Integration of Memory in GA

The flow diagram of proposed spectrum decision scheme using MEGA is depicted at

Fig. 4. It can be seen that a memory module has been introduced to keep track of optimal

solutions from GA in a memory table. An SU (Vehicle) requests same QoS parameters

only when the white space become unavailable due to PU activation or bad signal strength

due to mobility. The proposed technique, by integrating memory in GA, saves time and

updates optimal white spaces against the QoS requirements. It does not repeat steps for the

same QoS parameters to find the white space once found as the same are already stored

against the parameters and need to be simply retrieved for similar parameters requested by

SU. However, the proposed method keeps updating the white spaces after specific time

intervals and stores them in the memory. A new white space is assigned to the SU from the

dynamic table maintained in the memory module of MEGA whenever the spectrum

handover is requested due to the availability of PU or bad signal strength.

4.3 Experimental Testing

A simulator is designed in C#.net platform to verify the idea of proposed MEGA algo-

rithm. To maintain the consistency of testing, various test cases have been designed for

GA, MEGA, and PSO and are presented in Table 7. Each test case consists of four QoS

parameters with different values.

It is important to mention that each test is repeatedly passed to the GA and MEGA

simulator for improved results. Multiple tests are conducted for GA and MEGA and their

means along with standard deviation values are also computed. The experimental results

have been reported in Table 8. For the test case 1 (Table 7), the CPU convergence time

using genetic algorithm without memory table is 599.30 ms with standard deviation

of ±7.617, whereas MEGA takes 0.556 ms with deviation of ±0.107. Similarly, for test

case 5, genetic algorithm takes 581.10 ms and MEGA takes 0.461 ms with standard

deviation of ±11.090 and ±0.047 respectively. From the comparative analysis of all test

cases, it is concluded that the proposed approach using MEGA has significantly improved

performance in terms of CPU convergence time over genetic algorithm. Further experi-

ments verify that the proposed approach using MEGA takes 0.523 ms for white space

optimization as compared to genetic algorithm taking 590.83 ms for the same task on

average.

4.4 Particle Swarm Optimization to Find Optimal Spectrum Holes

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), developed by Eberhart and Kennedy [56], is based on

collective behavior of particles flying through search space with each particle representing

a potential solution. Evolutionary and swarm algorithms such as GA/PSO are being used
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for efficient resource allocation in cognitive radio networks [57]. QoS parameters such as

BER and Power are optimized using adaptive discrete particle swarm optimization

(ADPSO) [58]. The results proved that the convergence time of ADPSO is less as com-

pared to other adaptive techniques. PSO is also applied to adjust the parameters for

dynamic resource allocation [59]. PSO algorithm shares common characteristics with

genetic algorithm and other evolutionary techniques [60]. Both the algorithms are ini-

tialized with the randomly generated population. Population consists of number of

potential solutions that is evolved in updating generations, and both utilize a fitness value

Fig. 4 Efficient white space allocation to a vehicle using MEGA
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to evaluate population. The main difference is PSO do not use genetic operators such as

crossover and mutation like GA so PSO population do not die out in any generation.

In order to get a better performance comparison, we have used PSO to find the optimal

solution for finding white spaces in parallel to the proposed approach using MEGA. The

structure of the particle is kept same like used in GA. The results are presented in Table 7

for PSO and genetic algorithm which indicate superiority of PSO over GA.

To update the position of the particles, following equation is used:

xi
kþ1 ¼ xi

k þ ti
kþ1

where xi
k is the current position of the particle, i and xi

kþ1 are the updated position. The

velocity ti
kþ1 is updated by using the following equation:

ti
kþ1 ¼ wkt

i
k þ c1r1 pi

k � xi
k

� �
þ c2r2 p

g
k � xi

k

� �
:

We have chosen the values for c1 = 2, c2 = 1 r1 = 0.1, r2 = 0.1, wk = 1 and ti
k ¼ 1.

Values for all these parameters are taken after performing tests by taking different values

Table 7 Test cases consists of
different QoS parameters for GA,
MEGA and PSO

Test case no Frequency Power Data rate Modulation scheme

1 10 60 4 2

2 999 30 7 3

3 498 10 1 1

4 100 40 5 2

5 200 50 4 0

6 350 100 0 1

7 500 20 6 3

8 300 23 0 0

9 85 25 1 1

10 350 1 5 0

Table 8 GA and MEGA convergence in terms of CPU time using icore3 processor with 4 Gb RAM

Sr. No. White space optimization
with SGA (ms)

White space optimization
with MEGA (ms)

1 599.30 ± 7.617 0.556 ± 0.107

2 593.10 ± 9.848 0.598 ± 0.160

3 591.30 ± 8.525 0.482 ± 0.047

4 589.70 ± 12.841 0.512 ± 0.120

5 581.10 ± 11.090 0.461 ± 0.047

6 583.50 ± 3.923 0.594 ± 0.254

7 587.00 ± 7.394 0.542 ± 0.197

8 586.20 ± 9.716 0.514 ± 0.078

9 586.30 ± 5.250 0.517 ± 0.148

10 581.10 ± 11.090 0.462 ± 0.040
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of each parameter. Two different test classes with five test cases have been designed to

check the efficiency of PSO for the optimization of cognitive radio white spaces. Test class

I and test class II parameters are shown in Tables 9 and 10 respectively. Initial velocity of

particles is fixed as 1 in test class I and is set at 2 in test class II. These test case parameters

are used to compute the most efficient convergence time of PSO algorithm for white space

optimization.

Comparison of the two test classes is shown in Fig. 5 which indicate the convergence

time of test class I being less than test class II. Multiple tests are run for each class with

different values of particle’s dimensions and the mean values are retained for performance

comparison. The average time consumed by the PSO algorithm is 36.44 ms and is faster

than GA which takes 590.83 ms to carry out the optimization task.

Table 11 presents the comparative analysis for GA, MEGA, and PSO in terms of CPU

convergence time. The CPU convergence time for genetic algorithm is 599.30 ms with

Table 9 Test class I
c1 c2 r1 r2 wk tik

2 2 0.7 0.2 1 1

1 1 0.6 0.1 1 1

2 1 0.1 0.1 1 1

1 1 0.2 0.2 1 1

2 2 0.3 0.3 1 1

Table 10 Test class II
c1 c2 r1 r2 wk tik

2 2 0.7 0.2 1 2

1 1 0.6 0.1 1 2

2 1 0.1 0.1 1 2

1 1 0.2 0.2 1 2

2 2 0.3 0.3 1 2
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Fig. 5 Comparison of test class I
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standard deviation of ±7.617, 35.900 ms with standard deviation of ±2.234 for PSO

algorithm, and 0.556 ms with standard deviation of ±0.107 for the proposed approach

using MEGA for test case 1 (Table 7). Also, for test case 7, genetic algorithm takes

587.00 ms, PSO algorithm converges after 37.000 ms standard deviation of ±4.163, and

MEGA consumes 0.542 ms with standard deviation of ±0.197. The experimental results

demonstrate that the proposed method using MEGA performs better in terms of CPU

convergence time in comparison to genetic algorithm and PSO. The comparative chart of

three optimization algorithms has been drawn in Fig. 6. The average whitespace opti-

mization time for GA, MEGA and PSO are respectively found to be 587.10, 0.52 and

36.44 ms.

Table 11 Experiment results using core i3 processor and 4 Gb RAM

Sr. No. White space
optimization
with GA (ms)

White space
optimization with
MEGA (ms)

White space
optimization
with PSO (ms)

1 599.30 ± 7.617 0.556 ± 0.107 35.900 ± 2.234

2 593.10 ± 9.848 0.598 ± 0.160 35.000 ± 2.309

3 591.30 ± 8.525 0.482 ± 0.047 38.7 ± 5.638

4 589.70 ± 12.841 0.512 ± 0.120 39.100 ± 3.872

5 581.10 ± 11.090 0.461 ± 0.047 36.300 ± 3.368

6 583.50 ± 3.923 0.594 ± 0.254 35.000 ± 2.582

7 587.00 ± 7.394 0.542 ± 0.197 37.000 ± 4.163

8 586.20 ± 9.716 0.514 ± 0.078 37.000 ± 4.163

9 586.30 ± 5.250 0.517 ± 0.148 34.700 ± 1.160

10 581.10 ± 11.090 0.462 ± 0.040 35.700 ± 2.908

Average 587.86 0.52 36.44
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Fig. 6 Comparison of different convergence in terms of CPU times of simple genetic algorithm (SGA),
MEGA and PSO
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5 Conclusion

The existing RANs (GSM/GPRS, CDMA) in urban areas are overburdened to support new

IVC networks. Existing cognitive radio based IVC systems are single-RAT based and may

become less efficient. The proposed Multi-RAT based IVC system using cognitive frame

work is a new approach towards deploying new IVC system without overburdening the

existing RANs and is found to be more efficient in bandwidth utilization. The approach

introduces the CR-Site within a vehicle which interacts with multi-RATs and optimizes the

white space by performing multi-channels scanning. Users with different QoS require-

ments can be served using multi-RAT white space pool in CR-Site. The proposed approach

solves the issue of sudden signal loss due to the use of single-RAT in hilly areas and

ensures better bandwidth utilization of the existing radio networks by making use of

memory enabled genetic algorithm. The algorithm is tested in real time for inter-vehicle

communication system and is found to be beneficial than the fixed radio based IVC

systems in hilly area of Mirpur in Azad Jammu Kashmir.
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